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1. Introduction
There has been an explosive growth in multimedia data such as images, video and audio in
the past few years. The rapid proliferation of the Web made a large amount of video data
publicly available. This necessitates a system that provides the ability to store and retrieve
video in a way that allows flexible and efficient search based on semantic content.
Most of the existing video retrieval techniques search video based on visual features such as
color, texture and shape (Zhang et al., 1997; Chang et al.,1998; Hampapur et al., 1997). A
video sequence is first segmented into shots, each shot is then represented in terms of a
number of key frames and then the visual features are used for retrieval (Zhang et al., 1993;
Zhang et al., 1995; Mottaleb et al., 1996). Key frame based methods do not always consider
events occurring in the video that involves various objects and choosing the key-frames is a
challenging problem. Furthermore, in these approaches the temporal nature of video is
neglected. A few systems have addressed the issue of object-based video retrieval (Deng &
Manjunath, 1998; Courtney, 1997) and spatial modeling of video data that involve temporal
information (Bimbo et al., 1995; Little & Ghafoor, 1993; Dagtas & Ghafoor, 1999;
Vazirgiannis et al., 1998).
The semantic modeling of video content is a difficult problem. One simple way to model the
video content is by using textual annotation (Oomoto & Tanaka, 1993) or visual features
(Zhang et al., 1997; Chang et al., 1998), but the annotation is tedious and time consuming
and simple visual features are not always sufficient to represent the rich semantics of digital
video. Another way to model the video content is by using spatio-temporal concepts or
events that describe the dynamic spatio-temporal behavior and interaction of video objects.
As humans think in terms of events and remember different events and objects after
watching a video, these high-level concepts are the most important cues in content-based
retrieval (Petkovik & Jonker, 2001). For example, in a football game, we usually remember
goals, interesting actions etc. Therefore there is a great need for development of robust tools
Source: Digital Video, Book edited by: Floriano De Rango,
ISBN 978-953-7619-70-1, pp. 500, February 2010, INTECH, Croatia, downloaded from SCIYO.COM
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for modeling and extraction of spatio-temporal relations among objects visible in a video
sequence.
Some approaches have been suggested in the literature for modeling the spatial and
temporal relations of video objects. In most of the approaches, spatial relationships are
based on projecting objects on a two or three-dimensional coordinate systems (Dagtas &
Ghafoor, 1999), while temporal relations are based on Allen’s temporal interval algebra
(Allen, 1983). Some models, which use temporal relations for video retrieval, are proposed
in (Oomoto & Tanaka, 1993; Little & Ghafoor, 1993). Very few efforts integrate both spatial
and temporal aspects (Dagtas, 1998, Vazirgiannis et al., 1998; Nepal & Srinivasan, 2002;
Pissiou et al., 2001). A Spatio-Temporal Logic (STL) language is presented in (Bimbo et al.,
1995), which is used to describe the contents of an image sequence. A prototype image
retrieval system supporting visual querying by example image sequences is discussed in
this but; the problem of modeling higher-level concepts of spatio-temporal events is not
addressed. A framework for semantic modeling of video data using generalized n-ary
operators is presented in (Day et al., 1995). A graph-based model, called Video Semantic
Directed graph (VSDG) is proposed in (Dagtas, 1998) for unbiased representation of video
data using directed graph model. It also suggests the use of Allen’s temporal interval
algebra to model relations among objects. A model for complete declarative representation
of spatio-temporal composition is presented in (Vazirgiannis et al., 1998). Nepal and
Srinivasan (2002) presented a binary representation-based framework for modeling and
querying video content using video object relationships at a semantic level that supports
conceptual spatio-temporal queries. A topological-directional model for spatio-temporal
composition of objects in video sequences is presented in (Rajurkar and Joshi, 2001). It
describes the spatio-temporal relationships among objects for each frame and models
temporal composition of an object.
Most of the previous spatio-temporal models do not deal with extraction of spatio- temporal
relations rather they use handcrafted precise definitions of spatial relations (Egenhofer &
Fanzosa, 1991) and temporal relations (Allen, 1983). It is not always possible to precisely
characterize spatial and temporal relations between objects in the video sequence because of
the inherent dynamic nature of the media. Further, spatial relations such as LEFT, ABOVE
and others defy precise definitions, and seem to be best modeled by fuzzy sets (Matsakis &
Wendling, 1999). Furthermore, errors may occur in shot segmentation and object detection
due to non-robustness of the image/video processing operations leading to erroneous
inference of crisp spatio-temporal relations between objects. By using fuzzy definitions of
spatio-temporal relations, we can take care of these errors and ambiguities. Consequently,
this approach facilitates video modeling as well as query processing based upon spatiotemporal relations extracted automatically from the actual video data without manual
intervention.
Motivated by the above observation, we present a new approach for video content
description. A fuzzy spatio-temporal model that is based on fuzzy directional and
topological relations and fuzzy temporal relations between video objects is proposed. We
use the linguistic definitions of spatial relations using histogram of forces presented in our
earlier work (Rajurkar & Joshi, 2001). Fuzzy definitions and membership functions of
temporal relations are presented and the second order fuzzy temporal relations have been
proposed. A video representation scheme is presented using the proposed fuzzy spatiotemporal model. We have illustrated query processing with our fuzzy spatio-temporal
model.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the method used for
object detection using motion segmentation. The proposed fuzzy spatio-temporal model is
presented in section 3. Query processing and retrieval results are given in section 4 and
conclusions are presented in section 5.

2. Object detection using motion based segmentation
In our approach, a video sequence is modeled in terms of fuzzy spatio-temporal relations
between objects visible in the video sequence. For sake of simplicity it is assumed that the
objects of importance in a video sequence are in motion and simple motion based
segmentation scheme for identification/detection of the objects is used in this work. A
simple approach for motion-based segmentation using difference picture has been described
here. More sophisticated approaches can improve the system performance.
In the proposed model, moving objects in every frame are detected in the video sequence
using motion segmentation method described in (Courtney, 1997). For each frame Fn in the
video sequence, the motion segmentation stage computes segmented image Cn as
Cn = Th • k

Where Th is a binary image resulting from the absolute difference of images In and I0 at
threshold h. Th • k is the morphological close operation on Th with structuring element k. The
image Th is defined for all pixels (i,j) in Th as
Th(i, j) =

⎧1
⎨
⎩0

if | I n ( i , j ) − I 0 ( i , j ) | ≥ h

otherwise

Connected component analysis is then performed on the segmented image Cn resulting in a
unique label for each connected region. Each connected component is further recognized
and identified manually for constructing the offline video model.
An example of motion segmentation process explained above is shown in Fig. 1. The
reference image and the image to be segmented are shown in Fig.1 (a) and (b) respectively.
Absolute difference and thresholded image is shown in Fig. 1(c) that detect motion region in
the image. Fig. 1(d) shows the morphological close operation that joins small regions
together into smoothly shaped objects. The result of connected component analysis that
assigns each detected object a unique label is shown in Fig. 1(e). The output of the motion
segmentation stage is Cn after discarding components, which are smaller than a given
threshold. Fuzzy spatio-temporal relations between these objects are then defined.
Such a motion segmentation technique is best suited for video sequences containing object
motion within an otherwise static scene, such as in surveillance and scene monitoring
applications (Courtney, 1997).

3. Fuzzy spatio-temporal model
Spatio-temporal relations of the salient objects play a crucial role in characterization of the
“content” of video. The spatial characteristics are referred to as spatial relationship between
any two objects in a sampled frame, whereas the temporal characteristics are referred as the
dynamics of the spatial relationships between every two objects over the frames in a video
sequence.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 1. Motion Segmentation example: (a) Reference Image I0 (b) Image In (c) Thresholded
Image Th (d) Result of Morphological Close Operation (e) Result of Connected Component
Analysis
In the proposed model the description of a scene is expressed by the mutual spatial
relationships between every two objects and the temporal change in their relationships.
Frame intervals specify the period for which a particular spatial relationship holds. For each
object Oit in a frame t, its fuzzy spatial and temporal relationships, OST t , with every other
ij

object, Ojt, in the same frame are recorded in a vector of size n(n-1), where n is the number
of objects in the frame t. The fuzzy spatio-temporal relationship between the two objects is
defined as the function:

OSTij t (Oit, Ojt) = (Sijt, Tijt)

(1)

where Sijt and Tijt are the spatial and temporal relationships, respectively, between the
objects Oit and Ojt in the frame t.
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3.1 Spatial relationships
The relative positions between two objects Oi and Oj can be captured as a fuzzy spatial
relation using histogram of forces (F-Histogram) (Matsakis & Wendling, 1999). The spatiotemporal models presented earlier in (Dagtas & Ghafoor, 1999; Nepal and Srinivasan, 2002;
Pissiou et al., 2001) use precise definitions of spatial relations using either angle
measurements or minimum bounding rectangles (MBR). Spatial relations such as left of,
above and others defy precise definitions, and seem to be best modeled by fuzzy sets
(Matsakis & Wendling, 1999). Miyajima and Ralescu (1994) developed the idea of
representing the relative position between two objects by histogram of angles. Matsakis and
Wending (1999) introduced the notation of the F-histogram, which generalizes and
supersedes that of the histogram of angles is discussed in the following section.
3.2 F-histograms
The F-histogram represents the relative position of a 2D object A with regard to another
object B by a function FAB from R in to R+. For any direction θ, the value FAB(θ) is the
total weight of the arguments that can be found in order to support the proposition "A is in
direction θ of B". Object A is the argument and object B is the referent. The directional spatial
relations between objects are defined from a fuzzy subset of R. Its membership function μ is
continuous, with a period 2π that decreasing on [0, π], and takes the value 1 at 0 and the
value 0 at π/2 shown in Fig. 2(a). It can be employed to define a family of fuzzy directional
relations between points (Rajurkar & Joshi, 2001). We used the typical triangular function
graphed in Fig. 2(a). Let α and β be two reals and A and B be two distinct points. If β is an
angle measure, then (Fig. 2(b)): Rα(A, B) = μ(β-α). In our earlier work (Rajurkar & Joshi,
2001) we have presented definitions of fuzzy directional spatial relations and topological
relations using F-histogram. We make use of these definitions of fuzzy spatial relations as
perceived by humans for capturing relative position of a 2D object Oit with regards to
another object Ojt. Each pair of objects in every frame in the video sequence is represented
by relative position histograms and then the degree of truth of a proposition “A is in
direction θ of B” is computed. The degree of truth is a real number generated greater than or
equal to 0 (proposition completely false) and less than or equal to 1 (proposition completely
true).

μ (θ)

A

1

-π

-π/2

π/2

0
(a)

π

θ

β
B

α

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Example of directional spatial relation between points. (b) The degree of truth of
the proposition "A is in direction α of B" is μ(β-α)
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The spatial relationships, Sijt, between two objects are defined as follows:
Sijt = (Rijt, Oit, Ojt)

(2)

The Rijt represents the degree of truth of a proposition “A is in direction θ of B” computed as
described in (Rajurkar & Joshi, 2001).
3.3 Temporal relationships
Allen (1983) introduced temporal interval algebra for representing and reasoning about
temporal relations between events represented as intervals. The elements of the algebra are
sets of seven basic relations that can hold between two intervals. The relations are not
reflective except equals and a set of inverse relations exists for the other six relations. A list
and graphical illustrations of the binary interval relations is provided in Fig. 3. A qualitative
description of relative position of objects (MBRs) when their projections on X and Y-axes are
considered as interval operands to the relations are provided by interval relations.

Fig. 3. Binary Interval Relations
Crisp description of temporal relations may not be suited for defining spatio-temporal
models of video because of errors in segmentation, event and object detection due to noise
and processing errors. We present some examples to illustrate this point. Figure 4 shows an
example of error occurred in segmentation. Original image is shown in Fig. 4(a).
Thresholded absolute difference image is shown in Fig. 4(b), and the results of motion
segmentation after morphological close operation and connected component analysis is
shown in Fig. 4(c). It is observed that though the objects Person 1 and Person 2 are disjoint
after the segmentation they appear to be meet. Further it is also shown that how errors can
occur in event detection and segmentation of noisy images. Fig. 5(a) shows an example of
noisy image. The thresholded absolute difference image is shown in Fig. 5(b), and results of
segmentation are given in Fig 5(c). It can be seen that though the objects Person 1 and Person
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2 are disjoint they appear to be meet after segmentation. Fig. 6 shows an example of error
occurred in object detection. Fig. 6(a) shows the original image and the results of
segmentation are presented in Fig. 6(b). It can be observed that half of the part of Person2 is
missing in the result, which may lead to wrong event and object detection. We present fuzzy
definitions of temporal relations in this section that can take care of these errors in eventdetection, segmentation and object detection and allows flexible description of video scene
(see Table 1). Relations defined in Table 1 are applicable between objects, in particular for
the intervals for which two objects are visible. For example, A before B with a membership
function "mu" means that the object A is not visible, in general, in the scene when B appears.
The temporal relation Tij between the spatial relationships, Sijt, of objects Oit and Ojt can be
described at two levels. In the first level, the temporal interval Δf for which a fuzzy spatial
relationship between the two objects is valid is determined. In the second level, the second
order fuzzy temporal relationships between the two spatial relations are described. The
advantage of the second order fuzzy temporal relations is that they are more informative
and provide global description of a sequence. The proposed second order fuzzy temporal
relations using fuzzy spatial relations are shown in the Table 2. Graphical illustration of two
second order fuzzy temporal relations are presented in Fig. 7.
The temporal relationship, Tij, between the temporal intervals of two spatial relationships,
Sijt and Sijt’ is defined as follows:

Tij1 = ( S ij t Δf )
Tij2 = ( S ij t Δf

FTOP Sijt Δ′ f )

(4)

where FTOP is one of the temporal operators representing the fuzzy temporal
relationship between two intervals and Δf is temporal interval for which fuzzy spatial
relationship Sij is valid.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Error Occurred in Segmentation (a) Original Image (b) Thresholded Absolute
Difference Image (c) Results of Segmentation
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Error Occurred in Segmentation (a) Noisy Image (b) Thresholded Absolute
Difference Image (c) Results of Segmentation

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Error Occurred in Event and Object Detection (a) Original Image (b) Results of
Segmentation

μ before B R C (b) Relation A A B μ meets B B C

Fig. 7. Graphical Illustration of Second Order Fuzzy Temporal Relations (a) Relation A L B
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Fuzzy Temporal Relationship

Membership Function
μ before (x) = 1

μ before (x) = e

x ≥ t2

x < t2

− ( x − t 2 )2

μ meet (x) = 1

x = t1

μmeet ( x) = e− ( x − t
x < t 2 , x > t2

2)

2

μ during ( x) = 1
t1 ≤ x ≤ t 2

μ during ( x) = e − ( x − t )
x

<

2

1

t1

μduring (x) = e −( x − t 2 ) x

>

2

μ starts (x) = 1

x = t2

μ starts ( x) = e− ( x − t
x < t 2 , x > t2

2)

2

μ finishes (x) = 1

x = t2

μ finishes ( x) = e( x − t
x > t 2 ,x < t 2

2)

2

μequals ( x) = 1

t1 ≤ x ≥ t 2

μ equals (x) = e −( x − t 1 )

μ equals (x) = e

t2

2

− ( x − t 2 )2

x < t1

x > t2

Logical Description
Object A disappear
before the
appearance of the
object B, but there
may be some overlap
Object A meet object
B, but there may be
some overlap or they
may be disjoint

Object A is appearing
and disappearing
during object B, but it
may appear before
object B or it may
disappear after object
B.

Object A starts
exactly with Object B,
but it may start little
before or after object
B.
Object A finishes
exactly with Object B,
but it may finish little
before or after object
B.
Object A starts and
finishes exactly with
Object B, but it may
start or finish little
before or after object
B.

Table 1. Fuzzy Temporal Relationships and Corresponding Logical Descriptions
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3.4 Representation of video sequence using fuzzy spatio-temporal model
This section presents the representation of a video sequence using the proposed fuzzy
spatio-temporal model. The video database Vdb contains video sequences S1, S2 ….Sn as
follows:

Vdb = S1

S2

S3 ...................... S n

(5)

A video sequence S is an ordered set of n frames (t), denoted S = {t0, t1, t3, … tn), where tn is
the nth frame in the sequence. For each frame t in the video sequence S the moving objects
are detected and labeled using motion segmentation method outlined in Section 2. Then the
attributes of labeled objects are derived.
Spatial Relation
1

Temporal
Relation

Spatial Relation
2

Definition of Second Order
Fuzzy Temporal Relations

A left of B

Before

B right of C

ALB

A above B

Before

B below C

AAB

A left of B

Meets

B left of C

ALB

A above B

Meets

B below C

AAB

A left of B

Overlap

B right of C

ALB

A above B

Overlap

B below C

AAB

A left of B

During

B right of C

ALB

A above B

During

B below C

AAB

A left of B

Starts

B right of C

ALB

A above B

Starts

B below C

AAB

A left of B

Finishes

B right of C

ALB

A above C

Finishes

B below C

AAC

A left of B

Equals

B right of C

ALB

A above B

Equals

B below C

AAB

μ before

μ before

BRC

μ meets

BLC

μ overlaps

BRC

μ during

BRC

μ starts

BRC

μ meets

BBC

μ overlaps

BBC

μ during

BBC

μ starts

BBC

BBC

μ finishes B R C

μ finishes B B C

μ equals

μ equals

BRC
BBC

Note: Set of inverse relations exists for all above relations except equals. The symbols used
for spatial relations are L – left of, R – right of, A – above, B – below.
Table 2. Second Order Fuzzy Temporal Relations
For each object Oit of a frame t, its fuzzy spatial and temporal relationship OST t , with every
ij
other object, Ojt, is represented using the proposed fuzzy spatio-temporal model as
discussed in Section 3.

OSTij t ( Oi t , O j t ) = ( Sij t , Tij t )
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where Sijt and Tijt are defined by Eq. (2) and (3) respectively.
For each frame t fuzzy spatio-temporal relationship between all object pairs (e.g. suppose
there are four objects in the frame t) is represented as follows:

OST t = (OST12 , OST13 , OST14 , OST23 , OST24 , OST34 )

(7)

To capture the dynamic change in the fuzzy spatial relationship of two objects Oit and Ojt
over the video scene, interval of l frames in which the corresponding spatial relation is valid
is determined. The temporal interval of a spatial relationship is found from the frame t of
the initial appearing of a particular spatial relationship, which represent the beginning of
the temporal interval in which that spatial relationship is valid. Then the frame t’ of the
initial appearance of the first different relationship is determined. Thus the duration of the
temporal interval in which a particular spatial relation is valid is t’- t. Based on these
durations, fuzzy spatio-temporal relations are computed for describing the video sequences.
The detailed algorithm for representing video sequences in a video database using the
proposed fuzzy spatio-temporal model is presented in Fig. 8.
Algorithm Represent videofstm
Input: Vdb(video database)
Output: Representation of video database sequences.
Procedure:
For every video sequences in the video database do the following
1. Motion segmentation
For each frame t in the database video sequence, the motion segmentation stage
computes segmented image Cn. as Cn = Th • k. Connected component analysis is then
performed on the segmented image Cn and objects are identified, labeled and their
attributes are derived.
2. Compute fuzzy spatio-temporal relations
For every frame in the video sequence S, for each object pair (Oit, Ojt)
Compute fuzzy spatial relations Sijt = (Rijt, Oit, Ojt)
Compute the temporal interval Δt for which the spatial relationship Sijt is valid

Tij1 = ( S ij t Δf )
3.

Compute the second order fuzzy temporal relations between every two different spatial
relations.

Tij2 = ( S ij t Δf < FTOP > S ij t Δ′ f )

Fig. 8. Algorithm Represent_videofstm
We used MPEG-7 video content ETRI_od_A.mpg to illustrate the proposed video sequence
representation scheme. Fig. 9 shows few frames in the video sequence ETRI_od_A.mpg.
Moving objects in the sequence are detected and labeled as Person1, Person2, Person3 and
Person4 using the motion segmentation method described earlier in section 2 and their
attributes are derived. Initial appearing of two objects Person1 and Person 2 is detected in
frame 173 and their spatial relation is “Person1 in white shirt is left of Person2 in black shirt “
shown in Fig.9. The temporal interval in which this spatial relationship is valid starts from
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frame 173 and ends at frame 290. The same spatial relationship holds for another temporal
intervals from frame 2316 to frame 2343 and from the frame 2792 to frame 2900.
The fuzzy spatio-temporal relationship is given by

OST12 t (O1 173,O2 173) = (S 12 173,T12 173)

(8)

S 12 173 = ( left of, Person1, Person2)

T121 = 354

Similarly initial appearing of the different spatial relationships between objects Person1 and
Person2 is detected in frame 636 and its temporal interval is computed as described above.
The procedure is repeated for the initial appearing of the other object pairs in the video
sequence and their fuzzy spatio-temporal relationships are computed.

Frame 173

Frame 2343

Frame 636

Frame 290

Frame 2316

Frame 2792

Frame 2900

Frame 1505

Frame 2394

Fig. 9. Few Sample Frames in Video ETRI_od_A.mpg
The second level temporal relationship is determined by computing the second order fuzzy
temporal relationships between the two different spatial relationships. In the video sequence
ETRI_od_A.mpg the first two spatial relations are detected in frame 173 and 636 and their
first level temporal intervals are 116 and 187. The second level temporal relationship is given
by:
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T122 = ( S 12116 173 μ before S 12187 636 )

(9)

S 12 173 = (left of, Person1, Person2)

S 12 636 =(right of, Person1, Person2)
The second level temporal relationships between all the different spatial relationships found
in the video sequence are determined as described above. In this way all the video
sequences in the database are represented by the fuzzy spatio-temporal relationships among
the objects in the sequence.

4. Querying and retrieval
Formulation of meaningful and clear query is very important for searching and retrieving
video. Content-based retrieval of video is rather difficult than that of the image due to the
temporal information in the video. The issue of efficient handling queries related to the
spatio-temporal relationships among objects is discussed here. We perform the ranking of
the database sequences that are similar to the query using the relevance membership
function (RMF). The temporal intervals for all spatial relations between two objects over a
sequence are computed to decide the maximum number of frames for which a particular
spatial relationship between two objects is valid. Depending on the query, the relevance
membership function, which is the ratio of total number of frames in the sequence to the
maximum number of frames for which the spatial relationship in the query is valid for every
sequence in the database, is computed. The detailed algorithm Search_Videofstm for searching
and ranking the video sequences in the database similar to the query Vqr is presented in Fig.
10.
In the following, we present some examples of queries using the spatio-temporal properties.
Query1: Find a video sequence in which a Person P1 approaches Person P2 from the left.
Select
From
Where

S
sequences Sn
S contains P1 and P2 and P1 L P2

Query 2: Find a video sequence in which a Car is moving to the right reaches to a House
Select
From
Where

S
sequences Sn
S contains a Car and a House and Car R House

Query 3: Find a video sequence in which Car A is in the left of Car B before Car C is in the
right of Car D in the race.
Select
From

S
sequences Sn

Where

S contains Car A, Car B, Car C and Car D and Car A L Car B

μ before Car

CR

Car D
Query 4: Find a video sequence in which Flowers are right to the Lake and a Jeep is passing
besides the Lake.
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Select
From

S
sequences Sn

Where

S contains Flowers, Lake and Jeep and Flowers R Lake

μ overlaps

Jeep.

We used MPEG-7 video content to evaluate the effectiveness of our query processing
scheme. Video sequences in the database are represented using the proposed fuzzy spatiotemporal model as described in section 3.4.
Algorithm Search_Videofstm
Input: Vqr
Output: Ranking of video sequences that are similar to the query Vqr
Procedure:
1. For every video sequences in the video database compute the relevance membership
function (RMF)
RMF =

2.

Number of frames in the database video sequence S
Maximum number of frames for which the spatial relation in the query Vqr is valid

Rank the video sequences in the database in the increasing order of the value of RMF

Fig. 10. Algorithm Search_Videofstm
Now, consider a query “Find video sequences in which Person1 in white shirt is left of Person2 in
black shirt”. The query results are shown in Table 3. The temporal intervals representing the
number of frames for which a spatial relationship left of is valid for every sequence and the
RMF values are given in the Table 3. Low value of RMF function corresponds to the more
number of frames while higher value of RMF corresponds to the less number of frames that
satisfy the spatial relationship left in the sequence. The sequences in the database are then
ranked depending on the value of RMF. The video sequences having low RMF values are
retrieved as similar to that of the spatio-temporal relation described in the query. For the
query in question the most similar sequence in the video database is ETRI_od_A.mpg, which
has maximum number of frames i.e. 273 for which spatial relationship Person1 in white shirt
is left of Person 2 in black shirt is valid. The database video sequences are ranked as 1, 3, 2
depending on the RMF value for the query in question.
Consider a query “Find video sequences in which a blue car is going towards North”. Table 4
shows the results for this query. The temporal intervals representing the number of frames
for which a spatial relationship blue car is going towards north is valid for every sequence and
the RMF values are given in the Table 4. The video sequences in the database are ranked
depending on the RMF values. For the above query the most similar video sequence is
speedwa2.mpg, which has the maximum number of frames i.e. 1132 that satisfy the spatial
relationship mentioned in the query. The ranking of the database video sequences for this
query is 2, 3, 4, 1.
Consider another query “Find video sequences in which red car is standing right side of the road”.
The results for this query are shown in Table 5. The most similar video sequence for this
query in the database is speedwa5.mpg and the ranking obtained for the database video
sequences is 5, 4, and 3.
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5. Conclusions
We have presented a fuzzy spatio-temporal model for video content description that
supports spatio-temporal queries. The proposed model is based on fuzzy directional and
topological relations and fuzzy temporal relation. The problems associated with the use of
crisp spatio-temporal relations were highlighted. It is shown that errors may occur in
segmentation, event detection and object detection due to noisy video data and use of
precise spatial relations. In order to minimize these errors fuzzy definitions of temporal
relations are proposed. In addition, the second order temporal relations are presented that
are more informative and provide global information about the sequence. The proposed
model provides a mechanism that represents the fuzzy spatio-temporal relationships among
the objects in video sequences in the database and ranks the database sequences based on
the query for effective content-based retrieval. We reported the results of our experiment on
a sample video from MPEG-7 data set.

Video Sequence
1
(ETRI_od_A.mpg)
2
(ETRI_od_B.mpg)
3
(ETRI_od_C.mpg)

Spatial Relation
Person 1 in white shirt is
left of Person 2

Relevance Membership
Function
(RMF) *

273

3086/273 = 11.3040

0

3455/0 = Positive Infinity

219

8910/219 = 40.6849

* RMF value 1 indicate maximum relevance and positive infity indicate minimum relevance
Table 3. Temporal Intervals and Relevance Membership Function (RMF) Values for the
Query “Find The VideoSequences in Which Person1 in White Shirt is Left of Person 2 in Black
Shirt” for the Video Sequences in MPEG-7 Video Content Set

Video Sequence
1
(speedwa1.mpg)
2
(speedwa2.mpg)
3
(speedwa3.mpg)
4
(spedwa4.mpg)
5
speedwa5.mpg)

Spatial Relation
Blue car is going towards
north

Relevance Membership Function
(RMF)

87

1420/87 = 16.32

1132

13185/1132 = 11.64

388

14019/388=36.13

100

7496/100=74.96

0

7497/0=Positive Infinity

Table 4. Temporal Intervals and Relevance Membership Function (RMF) Values for the
Query “Find the Video Sequences in which Blue Car is Going Towards North” for the Video
Sequences in the MPEG-7 Video Content Set
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Video Sequence
1
(speedwa1.mpg)
2
(speedwa2.mpg)
3
(speedwa3.mpg)
4
(spedwa4.mpg)
5
speedwa5.mpg)

Spatial Relation
Red car is standing right
side of the road

Relevance Membership Function
(RMF)

0

1420/0 = Positive Infinity

0

13185/0 = Positive Infinity

452

14019/452=31.01

1506

7496/1506=4.97

1834

7497/1834=4.08

Table 5. Temporal Intervals and Relevance Membership Function (RMF) Values for the
Query “Find the VideoSequences in which Red Car is Standing Right Side of the Road ” for the
Video Sequences in the MPEG-7Video Content Set
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